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Questionnaire’s objective: searching for alternatives for spatial management of data referring to landscape elements 
and other non-productive areas in the Member States, from 2023 onwards, based on the current management of that 
data.

11 Paying Agencies (PA), from 10 Member States (MS), have answered the questionnaire: Belgium (Flanders) Belgium
(Wallonia), Bulgaria, Denmark, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, and Slovenia. We have also included
in this presentation the available answers from Spain.
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01
Current management of Landscape Features (LF)
and other Non-productive Areas
As described in article 46 of Regulation (EU) 1307/2013
for the Ecological focus areas (EFAs)
and article 45 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)
639/2014 related to Further criteria for the types of
Ecological focus area



Landscape Features (LF)
Most PA consider LF as EFA, with the exception of Malta and Spain.
Farmers declare the LF in their GSAA (except for Slovenia and Spain).
LFs are already digitized in the LPIS and, new elements, are digitized by either the PA or the farmer,
with the provided tools.
Digitization and upkeep of LF are done through photointerpretation of orthoimages and OTSC, or
through farmer’s requests. Controls (Administrative/CwRS). AI automatic recognition. Geotagged Photos.
*Alternatives: LiDAR. RFV. Drone Photos.
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PAs recording LF as a RP are: Lithuania and Slovenia.
LFs recorded as: - Poligons: Denmark, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Slovenia.

- Poligons+Lines: Belgium (Flanders), Greece.
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Advantages and disadvantages in current LF management
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

- Responsibility of farmers in the maintenance of 
LF.

- Simplicity as there are only a few LF types to be 
selected.

- Accurate quality of data;  and high spatial and 
temporal resolution.

- User-friendly declaration process.
- The use of lines for recording is simpler. 
- More stable geometries as independent layers 

(e.g. to identify changes in LF, or with respect to 
the evolution of the property)

- In general: high administrative burden.
- Farmers see the lack of LF types  as a 

disadvantage.

- Lack of high-resolution reference data.
- Lack of automatized procedures and 

remote control.

- Farmers can decide to not declare LFs 
that are already digitized.

- Separate delineation of polygons is 
more ‘stable’ (e.g. with respect to the 
calculation of a line equivalent area).



Buffer Strips
Buffer Strips are considered as EFAs in most countries. Not EFA: Belgium (Wallonia),
Bulgaria, Malta, Slovenia and Spain.
When classified as EFA, they are registered in the EFA layer, with the exception of Latvia.
Farmers declare the Buffer strips through LPIS recorded features and, new elements,
are digitized by the PA or by the farmer himself.
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Buffer Strips classification

Buffer Strips 
definition

Temporal stability

Surrounded by or 
on the boundary of 

arable land

Width 

Wallonia(BE): 

>=6m 

Flanders(BE):

1m strips

Lithuania: 

1 to 20m

Hungary: 

20m average

Denmark: 

up to 20m

Greece: 

1m minimum

National data from 
other institutions, as 

water courses



Strips of eligible hectares along Forest edges
Strips along Forest edges are considered as EFAs in a minority of countries. *Are EFA
in: Belgium (Flanders), Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Lithuania.
When classified as EFA, they are registered in the EFA layer.
Declared through GSAA, forest edges are already digitized in LPIS and, new elements,
are digitized by either the PA or the farmer, with the provided tools.
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02
Future management of LF and other Non-
productive Areas
As described in article 12 of Regulation (EU) 2021/2115



Administrative and spatial management on LFs 
GAEC 8.
Most MSs aim to keep the current management systems, but improving their LF
layers, automatizingng their processes or simplifying their recording in LPIS.
Some MSs consider necessary a technical guidance from JRC.
Some MSs manifest the need for flexibility to manage, register and define LF to a
national level, with a simple set of rules and objective criteria.
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Advantages and disadvantages in future LF management

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

- Farmers will have new types of 
elements to choose from.

- For some of the non-productive 
features there will be less rules than for 
current LF.

- Declarative obligations to farmers.
- Flexibility in applying conversion and 

weighting factors.

- There are more elements given to farmers 
to choose from, but it also means 
understanding more rules.

- Complex rules and management for some 
of the elements they can choose from 
under GAEC8.

- Preparation, cost and farmers’ 
involvement.

- AMS has limited possibilities to monitor LF.



Wetlands and Peatlands
GAEC 2.
Bulgaria, Denmark and Hungary are
considering the protection also under
the GAEC 8 for those wetlands and
peatlands in which no agricultural
activity is performed.
Sources of spatial information for the
future layer creation, e.g.:

• Denmark: a layer of areas with an OC
content between 6-12% and >12%.

• Hungary: AMS, RFV, orthoimages,
VHR, HR-monitoring, topographic
map, geo-tagged photos.

• Other data: Natura 2000 layer; Soil
layer; national projects to develop
data; Data from Ministries of
Environment; EU Data.
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Wetland and 
Peatland 
definition

National
environmental

legislation; 

Scientific results;

International/Nat. 
guidelines; etc.

Rating of 
environmentally 
sensitive areas

Pedologycal 
references

Soil´s organic 
carbon 
content 

Denmark: 
Soils with 6-12% OC 

content, and soils 
with more than 12% 

OC content

Lithuania:
Carbon layer not less 

than 30 cm depth



Buffer strips along water courses 

GAEC 4.
Sources of spatial information:
 Digital orthoimagery
 Topographic database
 National register Databases
 Water courses layer + buffer
 Copernicus - Corine

General consensus in protecting them under GAEC 8. 13

Watercourse 
buffer strips 

definition

According 
to width 

Greece: 
Minimum Width of 3m along the 

watercourse

Slovenia:

3m for irrigation ditches, 5m for small 
rivers and 15m for large rivers, lakes or 

the sea

Croatia:

Border strip 3m wide from the edge of 
the cultivated agricultural area to the 
outer edge of the watercourse bed

Spain:

Watercourses layer + 5m buffer
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Attribute to an existing layer

Independent layer/layers

How should the Buffer strips spatial 
information be included in the LPIS?



THANK FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!
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Please feel free to contact me at:

Jorge MATA LÓPEZ
E-mail: jmatalop@fega.es
Phone: +34 913 474 604


